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Abstract 

In this paper, we consider tests of high-dimensional covariance structures under the non-
strongly spiked eigenvalue (NSSE) model. we produce an ECDM test statistic and propose a new 
test procedure based on the test statistic. We evaluate its asymptotic size and power theoretically. 

1 Introduction 

Suppose we take samples, 叩=(x1・... T . 
1, ,Xpj), J = 1, ... ,n,ofsizen(2: 4),whichare 

independent and identically distributed (i.i.d.) as a p (2: 2)-variate distribution. We assume that 

切 hasan unknown mean vectorμand unknown (positive-semidefinite) covariance matrix~- We 

have that~= H AH互whereA = diag(.X.1, ... , 入）・p 1s a diagonal matnx of eigenvalues of~. 
入＞＞入>O,andH = (h - p - 1, …，hp) is an orthogonal matrix of the correspondrng eigenvectors. 

Let Xj = HA1i2巧 +μ,whereZj = (z1j, ... , Zpj汀isconsidered as a sphered data vector having 

the zero mean vector and identity covariance matrix. Letび=tr(~)/p. Letびijbe the (i, j) element 

of~for i,j = 1, ... ,p. We assume that uヵ E(0, oo) asp→ oo for all j. For a function, f (・), 

"f(p) E (O,oo) asp→ oo" implies that lim infp→ oo f(p) > 0 and limsupP→ 00 f(p) < oo. Then, it 
holds thatび E(0, oo) asp→ oo. We denote the identity matrix of dimension p by Ip・ 

In this paper, we consider testing 

H。:~=~* vs. H1: ~=/=~*' (1) 
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where江 isa candidate (positive-semidefinite) covariance matrix. For江 weconsider the following 

covariance structures: (i) identity matrix, (ii) scaled identity matrix, and (iii) diagonal matrix. Let 

~s =びIpand~D = diag(び11,...'びpp)-

Ledoit and Wolf [10] gave test procedures for 

H。： L = Ip vs. H1 : L =/= Ip 

and 

H。： L = Ls vs. H1 : L =/= Ls 

whenp/n→ c > 0 and Xj is Gaussian. Scott [11] gave test procedures for 

H。:L = LD vs. H1 : L =/= LD 

(2) 

(3) 

(4) 

when p/n→ c > 0 and尤jis Gaussian. Srivastava et al. [12] considered test procedures for (2) 

to (4) when n/p→ 0 under an assumption that is stronger than (A-i) given in Section 2. As for a 
nonparametric approach, Chen et al. [6] considered test statistics based on the U-statistic for (2) and 

(3). In the current paper, we take a different nonparametric approach and produce a new test statistic 

for (1). We utilize the extended cross-data-matrix (ECDM) method developed by Yata and Aoshima 

[14] which is an extension of the cross-data-matrix methodology created by Yata and Aoshima [13]. 

The ECDM method is a nonparametric method to produce an unbiased estimator for a function of 

:Eat a low computational cost even for ultra high-dimensional data. In addition, the ECDM method 

possesses a high versatility in high-dimensional data analysis. See Yata and Aoshima [15] for the 

details. 

In this paper, we consider constructing new test procedures for (1), including (2), (3) and (4), 

by using the ECDM method. In Section 2, we produce an ECDM test statistic when江 isknown. 

We show that the ECDM test statistic is an unbiased estimator of its test parameter even in a high-

dimensional setting. In Section 3, we produce an ECDM test statistic when江 involvesunknown 

parameters. We propose a new test procedure based on the test statistic and evaluate its asymptotic 

size and power theoretically. In Section 4, we apply the new test procedure to testing (3) and (4). 

2 Test procedure for (1) when江 isknown 

In this section, we propose a test procedure for (1) when江 isknown and evaluate its asymptotic 

size and power theoretically. Let 

工。=:E-江 and △= 11:E。11}= tr(均），

where II・IIF is the Frobenius norm. Note that△ = 0 under Ho and△ > 0 under H1. We regard△ as 

a test parameter and construct a test procedure for (1) by using an estimator of△・ 
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2.1 Unbiased estimator of△ 

We first give an unbiased estimator of△ by using the ECDM method. Let n(l) =「n/21and 

叩） =n-叫i),where「xl denotes the smallest integer~x. Let 

Vn(l)(k) = { {lk/2」-n(1) + 1, ... , lk/2」}
{1, ... , lk/2」}U {lk/2」+n(2)+1,... ,n} 

Vn(2)(k) = { {lk/2」+1,... ,lk/2」+n(2)}
{1, ... , lk/2」-n(1)} u {lk/2」+1, ... ,n} 

if lk/2」2nc1), 

otherwise・ ， 

if lk/2」:':'.:nc1), 

otherwise 

fork = 3, ... , 2n -1, where lx」denotesthe largest integer ::::; x. Let #S denote the number of 

elements in a set S. Note that# V n(l)(k) = n(l), l = I, 2, V n(l)(k) n V n(2)(k) = 0 and V n(l)(k) U 
V n(2)(k) = {I, ... , n} fork = 3, ... , 2n -1. Also, note that i E V n(l)(i+j) and j E V n(2)(i+j) for 
i < j (::::; n). Let 

和）(k) =鴫 L Xj and xc2)(k) =疇こ叱
jE V n(l)(k) jE V n(2)(k) 

fork= 3, ... , 2n -1. Let Un(l) = ncl)/(n(l) -1) for l = 1, 2, 

Yij(l) =叫一面l)(i+j) and Yij(2) =初一 X(2)(i+j)

for all i < j. We note that Un(z)E(Yij(l)Y伽） = :E for l = I, 2, and Yij(l) and Yij(2) are independent 

for all i < j. For example, Yata and Aoshima [14] gave an estimator oftr(:Eりas

Wn= 
2un(l)Un(2) 

n 
T 

n(n -1) L(Yij(l)匹 (2))
2 

i<j 

(5) 

by the ECDM method. Then, it holds that E(Wn) = tr(:E2). 

Remark 2.1. One can save the computational cost of Wn by using previously calculated互）(k), k = 

3, ... , 2n -1; i = 1, 2. Then, the computational cost ofWn is of the order, O(n2p). 

Now, we can give an unbiased estimator of△ as 

n tr{(un(l)Yij(l)Y贔1)―江） (un(2)Yij(2)Y伽—幻｝
ふ=2L

i<j 
n(n -I) 

by the ECDM method. Note that E(ふ）＝△• Here, we write that 

△ n =Wn + tr(迂）ー 2区
n (Un(l)Y7j(l)江 Yij(l)+ Un(2)Y7j(2)江 Yij(2))

n(n -1) 
i<j 

The computational cost ofふby(7) is much lower than that by (6) when n = o(p). 

(6) 

(7) 
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＾ 2.2 A symptotic properties of△n 

We assume the following model: 

初 =rwj・十μ,

where r = b1, ... ,rd) is a p X d matrix for some d > 0 such that rrT = :E, and Wj = 
T . (W1j, ... , Wdr) , J = 1, ... , n, are i.i.d. random vectors having E(Wj) = 0 and Var(Wj) = Id・ 

Let Var(w;j) = Ms for s = 1, ... , d. We assume that limsupP→ 00 Ms < oo for all s. Similar to Bai 
and Saranadasa [4], Chen and Qin [5] and Aoshima and Yata [l], we assume that 

(A-i) E(w~ 立w~み ···W~ふJ= E(w~11j)E(w悶み）・· ·E(w~vvj) for all s1 c/ s2 ヂ・ ・ ・ cJ Sv E [1,d] and 

叩 E[1,4], i = 1, ... ,v, wherev S 8 and区y=l0:i S 8. 

When叱 isGaussian and r = HA  1/2, it holds that Wj = ZJ and ZJ is distributed as Np(O,Ip), so 

that (A-i) is naturally satisfied. 

For :E we assume the following condition as necessary: 

tr(ゞ）
(C-i) → 0 asp→ 00. 

tr(ゞ )2

Note that (C-i) is equivalent to "ふ/tr(ゞ）1/2→ 0 asp→ oo". Aoshima and Yata [2, 3] called (C-i) 
the "non-strongly spiked eigenvalue (NSSE) model". When :E = :Es or :En, (C-i) holds. On the other 

hand, Aoshima and Yata [2, 3] proposed the following model. 

liminf { 
ふ

p→ CX) tr国）1/2} > 0 
(8) 

from the facts thatふ=O'{l + (p -l)p} and tr(~ り=O(pり.Aoshima and Yata [2, 3] called (8) 

the "strongly spiked eigenvalue (SSE) model". For instance, let us consider a spiked model as 

入］＝のp°'j(j = 1, ... ,g) and 入j= Cj (j = 9 + 1, ... , p), (9) 

where ajs, CjS and ajs are positive (fixed) constants, and g is a positive (fixed) integer. For (9), it is a 

NSSE model when a1 < 1/2 and a SSE model when a1 2: 1/2. Ishii et al. [7, 8] gave test procedures 

for equality tests of high-dimensional covariance matrices under the SSE model (8). Also, Ishii et al. 

[9] gave a test procedure for (1) under the SSE model (8). 

Let 

m = min{p,n}. 

We consider the divergence condition as 

P→ oo and n→ oo, 

which is equivalent to m→ oo. Let 

K = 4tr(:E叩/n2and K, = 4tr(立)2 /n2. 

We assume one of the following assumptions as necessary: 
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△ 
(C-ii) lim sup < oo. 

m→ CXl Kl/2 

Note that (C-ii) holds under H,。in(1). Ishii et al. [9] gave the following result. 

Theorem 2.1 ([9]). Assume (A-i), (C-i) and (C-ii). Then, it holds that as m→ OO 

ふ—△
Kl/2 

⇒ N(O, 1), 

where "⇒ " denotes the convergence in distribution and N(O, 1) denotes a random variable dis-

tributed as the standard normal distribution. 

＾ 2.3 Test procedure based on△n 

Note that tr(ゞ )= tr(~ りunderR。in(1). Let 

Tn= 
n△n 

2tr(立)．
(10) 

From Theorem 2.1 we propose a test procedure for (1) by 

rejecting H,。⇔ Tn > Za, (11) 

where Zais a constant such that P{N(O, 1) > za} = a with a E (0, 1/2). Then, Ishii et al. [9] gave 

the following result. 

Theorem 2.2 ([9]). Assume (A-i) and (C-i). For the test procedure (11), we have that 

Size= 0: + o(l) and Power= <I> (ふ— Za, ~ 汀） +o(l) asm→ oo, 

where <I>(・) denotes the c.d.f of N(O, 1). 

In the next section, we apply the test procedure (11) to testing the identity structure in (2). 

2.4 Test of the identity structure in (2) 

(12) 

We consider the case when江=Ip. Note that△ = tr(訊+p -2tr(:E) when江 =Ip.From

(10) we write that when :E. = Iか

nふ (Ip)
Tn = (= Tn(Ip), say), 

2p 

where in(Ip) = Wn + p -2I; ら(IIYij(1)ll2+ IIYij(2)内/{n(n-1)}. Here, II・II denotes the 
Euclidean norm. Ishii et al. [9] gave the following result. 
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Corollary 2.1 ([9]). Assume (A-i). For the test procedure (11) with Tn = Tn(I p) for (2), we have 

(12). 

Remark 2.2. For (2) Chen et al. [6] gave a test procedure based on the following U statistic: 

where 

麟=An-(tデ~Xj ―芦， n~!:ー］し） +p, 

n (x伍 .,)2 T T X-,X・X・X・" T T 

An= L J J -2 L J J J J + L X戸j'叩切I

n(n -1) 
j=pj'j=pj'#j" 

n(n -l)(n -2) n(n -l)(n -2)(n -3)・ 
#j'#伊l'

Note that E(A叫=tr(沙）• The test procedure by T, 四. • is asymptotically equivalent to (11) with 

1;* = Ip・It should be noted that the test of the identity structure is obtained as an example of the test 

procedure (11). 

3 Test procedure for (1) when江 involvesunknown parameters 

When 江 =~s or 江 =~0, the eigenstructures are identified. Otherwise they involve unknown 

parameters. In this section, we construct an unbiased estimator of△ through the eigenstructures and 

propose a test procedure by using the unbiased estimator. 

Let Aj be a p x p known idempotent matrix with rank Tj (~1) for j = 1, ... , q, such that 

L]=l乃=pandLJ=凶=Ip, where r1 ::::; ・ ・ ・::::; rq when q~2. Note thattr(Aj) = Tj, AJ = Aj 
and AjAj'= 0 for all j (ヂ j').Let Kj (~0) be an unknown scalar such that tr(~Aj) =デjfor 

all j. Hereafter, we assume that江 hasthe following structure: 

江=r;1A1 +・・・十 r;qAq. (13) 

Note that tr(立）＝区]=1乃吋 and△=tr(ゞ )-tr(Eり，sothat tr(Eり2:tr(立） • One can summa-
rize as follows: 

(I) A1 = Iか t.1= c,, r1 = p and q = 1 when江=Es; 

(II) Aj = diag(O, ... , 0, 1, 0, ... , 0) whose j-th diagonal element is 1, 朽 =O"か乃 =lforallj

and q = p when~. =~D・

We note that tr(江Aj戸／乃 =r吋forall j. Then, we give an estimator of tr(立） as 

q n 

Un=2LL 
Un(l)Un(2)Yi(l)A丸 (l)Yi(2)AsYiJ(2)

s=l i<j 
応n(n-1) 

(14) 
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by the ECDM method. Note that E(U: 叫=tr(江）• Let 

ふ=Wn-Un, 

where Wn is given by (5). Then, it holds that E(今）＝△• Let q* be the maximum integer such that 

内=・ • ・= rq* =I< rも+1::::;... さ％

If内=・・・=乃=1, we set q* = q. 

Let if/ = tr(立)2_~ に1叶whenq*~I and if/ = tr(~ ザ whenq* = 0. Then, we give an 

estimator of if/ by 

此＝｛碍ー言(2苫"n())""'''.;,,,~ 竺it贔,,,A,Y,,c,))'(q,~l), 

虎 (q*= 0). 
ー＿

Note that P(叫 ~0) = 1. Let 

Tn= 
n△n 

2¥J!n 
1/2. 

Then, for (1) with (13), we propose a test procedure by 

rejecting H,。⇔ Tn > Za. 

(15) 

(16) 

We consider the test procedure (16) under the NSSE model (C-i). We asssurne the following 

condition. 

2 d 

(C-iii) L J 
tr(江A 江Aj,)+ (こs=lI『Ans,;Aj,,s)2 → 0 asp→ oo, 

j,j'=l 巧巧,tr(~;r

Then, Ishii et al. [9] gave the following result. 

Theorem 3.1 ([9]). Assume (A-i), (C-i) and (C-iii). For the test procedure (16), we have (12). 

4 Applications of the test procedure (16) to testing (3) and (4) 

In this section, we apply the test procedure (16) to testing (3) and (4). 

4.1 Scaled identity structure (3) 

We consider the case when江=Es. Note that△ = tr心）一p庄， q*= 0 and q = l, so that 

炉 =tr(立） = pu2 and~ 戸＝広.From (15) we write that 

Tn= 
nWn 

2Un(S) 
-n/2 (= Tn(S), say), 
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where 

Un(S) = 2どn Un(l)Un(2) IIYij(l) ll2 IIYij(2) 112. 

i<j 
pn(n -1) 

Note that E(Un(s)) = pu2. From Theorem 3.1, Ishii et al. [9] gave the following result. 

Corollary 4.1 ([9]). Assume (A-i). For the test procedure (16) with九='I'n(S)for (3), we have (12). 

Remark 4.1. For (3) Chen et al. [6] gave a test procedure based on a U,:_,statis!!c. Although the 

test procedure by Chen et al. [6] is asymptotically equivalent to (16) with Tn = Tn(s), the latter is 

more applicable to the sequential analysis ensuring prespecified accuracy. See Yata et al. [ 16 J for the 
details. 

4.2 Diagonal structure (4) 

We consider the case when 江 =~o- Note that△ = tr(~ りーこ『=1唸(=△o, say) and q* = p. 

Also, note that W = tr(瑞）2_区『=1唸 LetYij(l) = (Ylij(l), …，Ypij(l)汀forall i, j, l. From (15) 
we write that 

Tn = -
- n△ n(D) -

2¥J! 
1/2 (= Tn(D), say), 
n(D) 

where△ n(D) = Wn -Un(D) and 

p n 2 2 
Un(l)Un(2)Ysij(l)Ysij(2) 2 

面n(D)= U~(D) ― L(心
s=l i<j n(n -1))  

with 
n p 2 2 

Un(D) = 2 LL Un(l)Un(2)恥 (1)恥 (2).

i<j s=l 
n(n -1) 

From Theorem 3.1, Ishii et al. [9] gave the following result. 

Corollary 4.2 ([9]). Assume (A-i). For the test procedure (16) with Tn = Tn(D)for (4), we have (12). 

Remark 4.2. For (4) Srivastava et al. {12] gave the following test statistic: 

(n -l)[en{tr(S;,) -tr(Sn)り(n-1)} -Cn L~=l 号l
Ts= 2 

囁nど『=1号）ーと『=lSJ ' 

(17) 

where Sn is the sample covariance matrix, Bj is the j-th diagonal element of Sn and Cn = (n -

1)り{(n-2)(n + 1)}. Under R。in(4), they showed that as m→ 00 

Ts⇒ N(O, 1) 
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under the assumptions that ZijS are i.i.d., E(疇）s are uniformly bounded and some regularity condi-

tions. Note that cn{tr(S;,) -tr(Sn)2 /(n -1)} -c,.,, L『=1S] (=△ s, say) is an estimator of△D・

It should be noted thatふ isheavily biased unless尤jis Gaussian. In addition, one cannot claim 

Var(△ slふ） < oo unless E(zfj)s are uniformly bounded. Contrary to that, the proposed estimator, 

△ n(D), is robust against the Gaussian assumption and one can claim that E(△ n(D)) =~D without 
any assumptions. 
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